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Filmmaker

Koontz Flume

Amateur

General

Josh & Matt
Turner

reImagined

Amateur

General

Mike McKay

Ain't Louie Fest 2011
Dominican Republic
Lines TwentyEleven

Amateur
Amateur
Amateur

General
General
General

Matt Douthitt
Taylor Cofer
Andy Woods

Duration Synopsis
A harrowing tale depicting the origins or Koontz and its epic journey from West Virginia to
Elkhorn City, KY. Featuring the Russell Fork River as Koontz Flume at levels ranging from 100
12 to 5000 cfs.
Take a world tour of the world’s roughest rivers. In reIMAGINED, Todd Wells, Aniol Serrasolses,
Ben Marr and a selection of other top-tier kayakers take on the gushing waterways and rocky
cataracts of Mother Earth. Filmed between December 2010 and October 2011, this kinetic 18minute film captures action on Washington’s Little White Salmon, Costa Rica’s Chirripo
Atlantico, New Zealand’s WuiNui River, and Canada’s Garburator giving the viewer a sense of
18.5 what it feels like to experience class 5 whitewater.
A brief visual survey of this year's Ain't Louie Fest. A 9 day festival held each spring featuring
2 East Tennessee whitewater that draws canoeists from all over North America.
37 A trip to the Dominican Republic.
9.5 Lines is a celebration of the wonderful rivers I had the chance to run this past year.

Currents - California

Amateur

Documentary

Mike McKay

Canoe Morning

Amateur

Documentary

Matt Douthitt

This video was shot, logged, and edited using 100% solar power. In this episode the Currents
crew attempts to show that the greenest energy is the energy that isn't used at all. Sunny
California was the obvious choice to take on this adventure as well as capturing some of the
7.5 best class five kayaking the Sierras have to offer.
We all consciously or subconsciously fulfill a desire when we paddle. Only through honesty and
3.5 introspection will we accurately answer the question, "Why Paddle?".
For the past 12 years, Club Nautico Escualo (Shark), a youth kayak club in the remote
Patagonian town of Cochrane, Chile, has taught kids between the ages of 4 and 18 to kayak on
the emerald waters of the nearby Baker River. In the process the club has fostered integrity,
community, and love for the environment. Now the Baker is threatened by the construction of
two mega dams that would destroy the river and one of the last four great wildnernesses on
15 earth, while forever altering the town of Cochrane and the lives of the Escualos.

Los Escualos: Young Chilean
Kayakers of the Rio Baker

Amateur

Documentary

Weston Boyles

Rafting: Outsourced & Sponsors

Accomplished

General

Thomas Gerencer

2.25 At long last, the staffing problems in the rafting industry are solved!

Gareth Tate

In a project inspired by Bryan Owen at Astral Bouyancy, Gareth Tate and a crew of expert
kayakers take you on a video tour of the infamous Upper Cherry Creek in Californa. With a
runnable window of less then a week every year this run is top on the wish list of kayakers
around the world. In this full length feature you will follow these kayakers down every major
rapid on the run as they share tips on how to safely attack overnight kayaking expeditions like
39.5 Upper Cherry."

Carl Jacks

The 3rd installment from the West Kootenay based Endangered Creeks Expedition (ECE)
narrows in on the most compelling of all whitewater landscapes, the canyon. Motivated by the
thought of losing these wild areas to potential run-of-river developments, ECE paddlers set out
22.5 to document some of the region's most scenic creek canyons.

High Sierra Safety

Deep Runs the Canyon

Accomplished

Accomplished

Documentary

Documentary

The North Shore: a Guide to
getting Lost

Professional

General

Chris Galloway

Desoto Falls: the five year plan

Professional

Documentary

Chris Galloway

The rivers on Minnesota's North Shore cascade down the Sawtooth Range and tumble into the
frigid waters of Lake Superior. The tanin waters of these world-class whitewater runs present
many challenges and have given rise to one of the truly unique and core boating communities in
the world of paddlesports. Come on this video journey for a rich insight into what the North
17 Shore is all about.
In 2008 Chris Gragtmans nabbed the first descent of Desoto Falls in Alabama, one of the tallest
vertical drops on the East Coast of North America. In this short documentary, Chris reflects on
9 how he prepared for this challenge and what it felt like to fall 70 feet off the lip.

Andy Maser

2011 was an historic year for rivers. The two dam removal projects that began as "crazy ideas"
30 years ago kicked off this year on the Elwa and White Salmon Rivers in Washington. These
dam removal projects are the largest in history and represent a turning point in the effort to
restore freeflowing rivers for salmon, recreation, and culture. The climactic moment of the year
was the explosive breach of 125 foot tall Condit Dam on the White Salmon, captured using
8.5 video and time lapse photography techniques.

The Craziest Idea

Professional

Documentary

The Grand Canyon in Winter

Professional

Sea Kayak Essentials Vol 1
Safety/Instruction
Sea Kayaking with Gordon Brown,
Vol 2 - Rescues
Safety/Instruction

Documentary

Chris Galloway

Matthew Giblin
and Nick Cunliffe
Simon Willis

To experience the Grand Canyon from river level in the heart of winter is a wildnerness
adventure second to none. Follow filmmaker Chris Galloway as he floats down the mighty
Colorado River with six friends, a fourteen day journey that brings them through wildlife
encounters, rock slides, a winter storm, and many more rich experiences in one of America's
22 wildest places.
Sea Kayak Essentials is the ideal instructional DVD for sea kayakers wishing to develop their
skills in open water conditions. Chapters include everything from skills in balancing and turning
112 through to tide race paddling and surfing skills.
Exciting and practical rescue and safety instruction from one of the world's top coaches, mixed
20 with a spectacular journey to St Kilda, a remote cluster of islands in the north Atlantic.

357.75 mins
5.9625 hrs

